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I am writing this to help others who have similar problems with buzzing in their feet. I
decided not to post this on the medical forums because their Terms of Agreement states
that you have to sign over your rights and information to the owners of the site, the
medical sites own your information and posts, and they have the right to modify your
content as they see fit. What I will share is not commonly accepted by the government or
medical professions, so I decided to forgo their modifications and post this on my website
at www.AncientEldersPress.com.
For the past year or so, I have had the same buzzing feeling in the bottoms of my feet as
others have described on numerous medical websites. It feels like a tiny vibrator on the
inside of the foot. The buzzing is in both of my feet and on rare occasions my groin and
left pinky. I can also feel the buzzing when I touch it with my fingers.
I’m a vegetarian and take B12 supplements, so it is not a B12 deficiency. I don’t sit on
my wallet, so it is not my sciatic nerve. It is not my shoes, either. This happens whether I
am in shoes or not in shoes. I also have not had any spinal issues, nerve damage, thyroid
problems, MS, Celiac disease, Lyme disease, or Parkinson’s—as others have tried to
label these physical sensations. Yes, this could be something wrong with the body, but
for 50 years my body never buzzed mechanically before. I ask that you consider another
possibility—an alien possibility. I am not saying this is what it is; I am saying that it is a
strong possibility based on my current experiences.
I deal with attacks from the secret government, negative dimensional beings, and
negative aliens on a daily basis. As a matter of fact, they are attacking me as I type this
because they do not want this information in the mainstream.
From what I can gather, this could either be a physical implant, an etheric implant, a
mental projection, or some other type of negative technology. It seems to draw in
addictive behaviors and emotional stress—like anxiety. That is part of the plan that the
secret government and aliens use to control the masses. The negative secret government
wants you physically and emotionally stressed so they can control you. If you are calm
and at peace, you cannot be controlled as easily. That is why they do all they can to stop
someone from progressing spiritually. They prefer to keep the masses afraid and stressed
so they can control you as puppets and slaves.

Here is what I have found to work, however it is not a permanent fix:
1. When the buzzing starts, I rub my foot from the heel towards the toe in a squeezing
motion. Imagine your foot is like a tube of toothpaste and you are squeezing out the
buzzing feeling. This takes a few minutes to do until the buzzing stops. It will start again,
but keep going until the controllers finally stop harassing you in this manner.
2. I have experimented with using magnets on the bottom of my feet when the buzzing
starts. This seems to neutralize the effects to some extent. I also notice that when I use the
magnets, the controllers intensify their efforts.
3. Control your negative emotions—especially fear. They feed on fear, anger, and sexual
energy generated from lust.
4. Be aware of your addictions and control your addictions. I have noticed that the
buzzing in the feet seems to be related to inducing negative behaviors.
5. Knowledge in action is power. The negative forces believe they are in control, but they
are actually the ones who are controlled by their own fear, greed, anger, and hatred. Pray
for them. Prayer is a positive action.
6. I have a theory that the buzzing device can be triggered by chemtrails, but I cannot
confirm this yet. Be aware of chemtrails and the buzzing in your feet and see if you
notice a pattern.
It is my opinion that the majority of close-minded doctors won’t agree with what I am
writing here because they are part of the money-making control system. Most doctors are
brainwashed into disease control and writing prescriptions, not health care. There is no
money in health care, but there are billions to be made in disease control.
If you want to find out more information about alien and secret government implants, I
suggest you research the following: “alien implants and gallbladder meridian”, “MKUltra
mind control”, “etheric implants”, “chemtrails”, and “alien new world order agenda”.
I hope this provides you with some useful information, and I wish you the best of futures.
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